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A physical map has been constructed of the human genome containing 15,086 sequence- and the average spacing on most of these
tagged sites (STSs), with an average spacing of 199 kilobases. The project involved chromosomes is about 250 kb. Projects are
assembly of a radiation hybrid map of the human genome containing 6193 loci and also underway for a few additional chromo-
incorporated a genetic linkage map of the human genome containing 5264 loci. This somes (11). An international collaboration
information was combined with the results of STS-content screening of 10,850 loci against among the Centre d'Etude du Polymor-
a yeast artificial chromosome library to produce an integrated map, anchored by the phisme Humain (CEPH), Genethon, and
radiation hybrid and genetic maps. The map provides radiation hybrid coverage of 99 Whitehead genome centers has also pro-
percent and physical coverage of 94 percent of the human genome. The map also duced a clone-based physical map estimated
represents an early step in an international project to generate a transcript map of the to cover up to 75% of the genome in over-
human genome, with more than 3235 expressed sequences localized. The STSs in the lapping YAC clones (7). The map is clone-
map provide a scaffold for initiating large-scale sequencing of the human genome. based, rather than STS-based, because it

was primarily assembled by detecting phys-
ical overlaps among the clones themselves
(by means of cross-hybridization and finger-

A physical map affording ready access to clone library (2). The wisdom of this ap- printing methods), with only a sparse set of
all chromosomal regions is an essential pre- proach was borne out as it emerged that STS landmarks used as anchors (786 loci
requisite for the international effort to se- yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs), the fully screened and 1815 loci partially
quence the entire human genome. In the best clones for covering large distances, suf- screened on YACs). The map is quite valu-
shorter term, it is also a key tool for posi- fer from high rates of chimerism and rear- able for positional cloning projects, but it
tional cloning of disease genes and for stud- rangement and thus are unsuitable for does not provide a scaffold for sequencing
ies of genome organization. Physical maps genomic sequencing (6, 7). STS-based the human genome: The YAC clones them-
have evolved over the past decade from maps sidestep this problem by having a selves are not suitable for sequencing, and
their initial conception as a set of overlap- sufficiently high density of landmarks that the STS coverage is too sparse to regenerate
ping clones (1) to the more recent idea of a one can rapidly regenerate physical cover- substantial physical coverage.
well-spaced collection of unique landmarks age of any region by PCR-based screening Here, we report the construction of an
called sequence-tagged sites (STSs), each of clones appropriate for sequencing-such STS-based physical map of the human ge-
defined by a polymerase chain reaction as cosmids, bacterial artificial chromo- nome containing more than 15,000 loci,
(PCR) assay (2-4). The U.S. Human Ge- somes, and P1-artificial chromosomes (8). with an average spacing of 199 kb. The map
nome Project, for example, has set a target STS-based physical maps with extensive covers the vast majority of the human ge-
of a physical map consisting of 30,000 STSs long-range continuity have been construct- nome and provides a scaffold for initiating
spaced at intervals of about 100 kb (5). ed for only a handful of human chromo- large-scale sequencing.

By focusing on STS landmarks, genome somes: 3, 12, 16, 21, 22, and Y (3, 4, 9, 10).
researchers sought to insure against the in- These combined maps cover just less than Basic Strategy
evitable problems inherent in any given 20% of the genome with about 1600 STSs,

- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Weused three mapping methods to gain
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tion breakage, are screened by PCR to iden- characterized to see whether they were like- A total of 15,086 STSs appear in the
tify those hybrids that have retained a given ly to detect a Linique genomic locus (18) final maps. The nulmlner of markers of each
locus (1 3). Nearby loci tend to show similar and whether they consistently vielded cor- type appearing in the final STS-content,
retention patterns, allowing proximity to he rect results on control samples Linder ulni- RH, and genetic maps is shown in Table 1
inferred. RH linkage can he detected for form prodUction conditions. A total of STS-coaitent mapping: Methodology. STSs
distances of about 10 Mb, given the average 16,239 STSs imiet these stringent criteria were screened against 25,344 clones from
fragment size of the RH panel used here. and were used for mapping. The STSs fell plates 709 to 972 of the CEPH mega-YAC

3) Genetic mapping. A lOcus that is into one of the followving foLur categories. library (7), estimated to have an average
polymorphic in the human population can 1) Randomii loci. We generated 3027 insertsie of 1001 kb and to provide roughly
be screened by PCR to determinc its inher- working STSs by seqUencing random h.u- 8.4-fold coverage of the genome. To facili-
itance paitterns in families (14, 15). Nearby man genomiiic clones and discarding those tate screening, we uised a hierarchical pool-
loci tend to show, similalr inheritance pat- that appeared to contain repetitive se- ing system. The library was divided into 33
terns, allowing proximity to be inferred. Ge- quences (19). "blocks," each corresponding to eight mi-
netic linkage can be reliably detected over 2) Expressed seqtuences. We developed crotiter plates or roughly 0.25 genome
distances of about 30 Mb, given the recoin- 921 STSs fromn complete complementary eqLuLivalent. For each block, we prepared one
bination rate of human chromosomes (16). DNA (cDNA) sequiences in GenBank, tak- "tsuL,perpool0" containing DNA fromn all the

These three methods were used to pro- en from the Un-igene collection (20). An- clones and 28 "sUbpools" by uLsing a three-
duce independent malc1[ps and then coIml- other 3349 STSs were developed from ex- dimensional pooling system based on the
bineci to produLce an integrated map. Be- pressed seqLence tags (ESTs). Of these, row, plate, and column address of each
cause RH mapping and genetic mapping 71 %. caime froml the dbEST database (21), clone. Specificaclly, there were 8, 8, and 12
can detect linkage over large regions (0.3 13%o from thc laboratory of Jlim Sikela, 9%) subpools consisting of YACs in the same
to 1 Yo of the genome), comprehensive RH from the InstituLte for Genomic Research, plate, row, and column, respectively. There
and genetic maaps spanning all chromio- and 7% fromiavrious other soLurces (22). We WsIS thus a total of 957 super- and suLbpools.
someis can be assembled with a few thou- fotund that the success rate for STSs derived For blocks with a single positive YAC,
sand loci. Thc order of loci can be inferred from the last 200 base pairs (bp) of 3'- the row, column, and plate suhpools sholId
from thie extent of correlation in the re- untranslated regions (UTRs) of cDNAs was specify the precise address of the YAC
tention or inheritance patterns, althoulgh similar to that for STSs derived from ran- ("definite addresses"). If a block contained
estimates of fine-struLcture order are not dom ,enomi-c DNA, consistenlt With the two or more positive YACs or if one of the
precise. These methods can thus provide idea that intron.s rarely occur neair the ends three suibpool dimensions did not yield a
top-down intormation about global po- of 3'-UJTRs (23). The results indicalte that positive, partial information was obtained

sition in the genome. PCR assaiys can be readily derived for the ("incomiiplete addresses") (27). Such in-
In contrast, STS-content mapping pro- vast majority of cDNAs. comnplete addresses could consist of uLp to 12

vides "bottom-Up" information. It reveals 3) Geinetic imarkers. A total of 6986 loci Possible addresses (for example, in the case
tight physical linkage among loci but is were Used, conisisting of 5264 polyrmorphic that a column address was missing). Incom-
tiseful only over short distances and does loci developed at Gen6thon (primarily CA plete addresses were not tised in initial miap
not provide extensive long-range connec- repeats) (24) and 1722 loci developed by assembly but were ulsed at the final stages to
tivity across chromosomes (17). Two STSs the Cooperative Hulman Linkagc Center detect connections between nearby loci.
are said to be singly linked if they share at (CHLC) (primarily tri- and tetranlucleotideC Definite adddresses composed 88% of the
least one YAC in common and doubly repeats) (15). total hits.
linked if they share at least two YACs ( 17). 4) Other loci. A total of 1956 STSs were Half of thew imiarkers were screened by a
Sin(glc linkakge is an inadCequate criterion for developed fromii variouLs soLirces. These in- two-level procedure, in which we first iden-
declaring adjacency of STSs, becaLuse of the cluded 1091 CA-repeat loci developed at tifiled thei pSitivXeC Superpools and then test-
high rate of YAC chimerism (about 50%) G6nfthon that were not suLfficielntly poly- etd only the corresponding subpools. The
and thc possibility of laboratory error. DouL- morphic to be Iseful for genetic mapping, as other half were screened by a one-level
ble linkate, however, turns out to be a well as 865 loci from chromosome 22-spe- proceCdLure, bypassing the superpools and cli-
reliable indication, becaLIsC two genomic cific and chromosome Y-specific libraries rectly screeningr all suLbpools. Although the
regions are uinlikelv to be juxtaposed in and gifts from other laboratories (3? 25 26). latter procedtire involves more reactions,
mutlltiple independent YACs. Accordingly,
a threc-step procedure W\aS ulsed. (i) STSs
wNere iassemi.bled into douLbly linked contigs , JY. Y,Y:A ,I J YJt.,2[1j7Y72. I.XI.YYIIY.1.w1 STSs
(groups of STSs connected by double link-
age). (ii) The doubly linked contigs were Genetic map
localized within the genomne on the basis of /

map

RH and genetic map information about loci RH map
In thc contig. (iii) Single linkage was then I
ui.sedl to Join contigs localized to tle scmes I ! ST
smnasl g(eno)mic region. Thes overall strategy i i
is illUistrted in Fig. We now describe t _ YACs

mapanln(Iiwsi.s in greaiter deCtail.Cntg
Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the SIS-based map. STSs are shown as circles on the first and fourth line.

Locithat are genetically mapped or RH mapped are connected to the appropriate position on these
DtGeneration maps, with connections hetween these maps in the cases ot loci present in both maps. YACs containing

STSs are shown helow. The STSs fall into two singly linked contigs (stippled rectangles) and four doubly
Marker dereClopmear1. Ove!Cr the course of the linked contigs (striped rectangles). Single linkage is not reliable for connecting arbitrary doubly linked
proje<ct, weA testedJ 20,795 distinct PCR it5- contigs, hut it is reliable in the case of anchored douhbly linked contigs known to he adjacent on the
salys. The+se cacndlidaret STSs were initiailly genetic or RH mlap, as in the tigure.
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each locus is treated in an identical manner, mation Systems, Incorporated, (IAS) of affixed to the bottom of a second microtiter
which offers advantages for automation. In Cambridge, Massachusetts, to design and card by piercing the first card with a bed of
both procedures, we identified the positive build various special-purpose machines to 1536 hypodermic needles and sucking the
pools by spotting the PCR reactions on accelerate STS-based mapping. reactions downward with a vacuum plenum.
membranes, hybridizing them to a chemilu- The two-level screening procedure was These "filter cards" were then manually hy-
minescent probe specific for each STS, cap- carried out with a large robotic liquid-pipet- bridized with a chemiluminescent probe and
turing the resulting signal directly by a ting workstation and two custom-designed read by the CCD camera. The stations were
charge-coupled device (CCD) camera, and thermocyclers (Fig. 2). A laboratory infor- computer controlled, and the microtiter
up-loading the results into our database mation management system used the super- cards were assigned a bar code to facilitate
(28); this approach proved to be much more pool results to automatically program the sample tracking. Each station was designed
efficient than the traditional detection pro- robotic workstation to set up the appropriate to process 96 microtiter cards, providing a
cedure of gel electrophoresis. subpool screens. The system has a maximal throughput of nearly 150,000 reactions per

Because the project involved processing throughput of 6144 PCR reactions per run. run.
more than 15 million reactions, laboratory The one-level screening procedure was STS-content mapping: Results. A total of
automation was essential. We collaborated made feasible by the development of a mas- 11,750 STSs yielded from 1 to 15 definite
with an engineering firm, Intelligent Auto- sively parallel factory-style automation sys- YAC addresses and were considered suc-

tem nicknamed the Genomatron (Fig. 2). cessfully screened (29); typical loci yielded
Table 1. Overview of mapped STSs. The Genomatron was also developed in col- approximately one additional incomplete

laboration with IAS and consists of three address. STSs having more than 15 definite
STSs on final map No. of loci stations. The first station assembles PCR hits were excluded as likely to detect mul-

reactions in custom-fabricated 1536-well mi- tiple genomic loci (30).
STS-content map 10,850 crotiter "cards" and seals the wells by weld- The successfully screened loci produced

Genetic map 5,264 ing a thin plastic film across the card. The an average of 6.4 YACs per STS, consider-
Intersection of second station thermocycles the reactions by ing only definite addresses. A total of
STS-content and RH maps 4,036 transporting the cards over three chambers 18,879 YACs were hit by at least one STS.
STS-content and genetic maps 3,106 that force temperature-controlled water to For these YACs, the average hit rate was
RH and genetic maps 887 flow uniformly between the cards. The third 3.8 STSs per YAC. The average size of the
All three maps 807 station transfers the reactions from one mi- YACs hit by the STSs was about 1.1 Mb

Total loci 15,086 crotiter card onto a hybridization membrane (-10% greater than for the library as a

Fig. 2. The first automated system developed for the project was (A) a polymerase; a plate sealer that heat-seals a plastic film on the top of the
robotic station to set up PCR reactions and (B) custom-built "waffle iron" card to create separate reaction chambers; and a refrigerated storage
thermocyclers accomodating 16 192-well microtiter plates; the system has station. The second station is a thermocycler (E) that uses three large
a capacity of 6144 PCR reactions per run. The second automated system waterbaths. Up to 96 sealed cards containing PCR reactions are placed in
was the Genomatron,wich so the r stations .POR reac-a chamber thttaesoe h ae bhwi p wate a the
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whole), correspondingeT to 6.9-fold coverage dant positive or negative resilAts but were ed tromil diploid souirces and incorporates
of the (gcnome. Some 78X% of the STSs recorded as "discrepant" if the dulnlicates probabilistic crror detection and error cor-
showed double-linkage to at lcast one other w!erc discordant. The mean discrepancy rate rection (36). Using this program, we gener-
STS. was 1.2Zo; loci vith a discrepancyc rate ex- ated a framework map that is, an ordered

The false positive rate was investigated by ceeding 4.5(,)6 w!ere eliminated as Unreliable. set of miiarkers suchl that each consecutivIe
regrowving and testing individual YACs. Sex- A total of 6469 STSs were sUccessfUllNy pair wAas linkedc with a lod score > 10 (locl
eral thousaind addresses were tested, and 95%° screenedl on the GeneBridg4e 4 RH panel, score is the logarithm of the likelihood ratio
corild be directly confirmed, with the re- The overall retention rate of the panel was for linkage), and the order was better than
miainder constituting aetCa1 false positives, 32% (or about 18 o per haploidcl gcenome all local alternatives by a lod score > 2.5.
deletions dtiriing regrowth, or technical fail- fromii the diploid donor cell). Thc frame-work map included 1339 loci and
Lires duiring retesting. The false positive rate Geneetic moipping Genetic linkage intor- provided com-plete connectivity across each
is thus at most 5% of definite addresses, and mation \vas uascd from the recent Gcn6thon chroimosomie arm with no gaps over 30 cen-
the chance of anly particular YAC occrirring linkage map of thie human genioime, contain- tiRays(cR) (cR is a meaisure of distance that
as a false positive in a given screen is aborit ingy 5264 polymorphic markers (24). Genet- is analogous to centiimorgans brit depends on
1.5 X 10 5. False positive addresses this will ic linkageinformaition was not incorporated the radiation dose). There were, however,
rarely create false links among STSs known for the 1722 C(IILC genetic markers stuidied. large intervals across most centromeres (37),
to lie in the same gen-omic region. The false C2hromosomnla assig7nment. Before under- a phenomenon that has been previously seen
negative rate cannot be comptited dircctIly, taking map construction, we attemlipted to for chromosotne 11 (38). The total length of
brUt the fact that an average of 6.4 hits wVas aIssign all loci to specific chromiiosomes by the maip is 11,042 cR (omitting the centro-
seen in 8.4 genome eqiuivalents stiggests ai imiltiple, independent methods. Most STSs meric intervals), corresponding to a fairly
rate of about 20O%. False negatives pose a less were screened against the NIGNIS 1 polk- uiniform average of aborit 300 kb/cR across
serions probleimi than false positives (which chromosomail hybrid panel (33), resLIltilng most chromosomes.
Join incorrect genomic regions), brit they in rinambiguIous chromosomiial assignment We then localized the remaining mark-
can lead to incorrect local ordering of STSs. in about 75% of the cases (with the remiain- ers relative to the framework map. These
The false positive and negative rates were der having, high background from the host loci corild not be uniquely ordered, either
reinvestigated once the maps were con- genome or poor signal). STSs dLfining c- because of close proximity to a framework
strLmctCd, as discrissed below. netic markers typically had chromosomal marker (loci with identical retention pat-

Radiation hybrid mapping. STSs were assignmcnts on the basis of linkage analysis. terns cannot be ordered with respect to one
screened agailnst the GeneBridge 4 whole- STSs were also assigned to chromoso(mcs if anothier) or becatise of potentially errone-
genome radiation hybrid panel, consisting they were tightly linked by RH screening or ous typing resLilts (that cause apparent
of 91 hUmman-on-hamster somatic hybrid Coibly linked by YAC screening to chro- "douible-breaks" regardless of the interval in
cell lines. Each line retains about one-third mosomally assigned loci (34). which the marker is placed). RHMAPPER
of the hurman genome in fragments of about Some 960o of the loci coLild be chromo- allowed for the possibility of false positive
10 Mb in size. The GeneBridge 4 panel somally assigned, with the majority of these and false negative typings and flagged prob-
(Research Genetics, Huntsville, Alabama) being assigned by at least two independent able errors (about two-thirds of which were
was developed in the laboratory of P. Good- methods. Conflicting assignments were forind to be real errors in cases that were
fellow and distributied to the scientific com- noted in a small proportion of cases (2%); sLibseqLiently retested). The nonframework
munity as a resource for the mapping of these were subjected to intense scrUtiny and markers were estimated by the computer
expressed sequmences. As part of a separate resolved in the majority of cases (35). Loci analysis to have an average residual error
project, the panel has been characterized for that cotild not be reliably assigned to a rate of jist less than 1%. To reflect the
more than 500 well-spaced genetic markers chromosome were omitted from map con- uncertainty in order, each locLIs was as-
to confirm that stibstantial linkage can be sttriction, to avToid problems associated with signed to the collection of intervals for
obtained across the genome (31). chimeric linkages, which the lod score was within three of the
RH mapping was performed with essen- Personnel. The project was carried oLit optimal position. Loci were not included if

tially the same protocol as for the YAC during a period of 2.5 years by a team at they mapped more than 15 cR from a frame-
screening: PCR reactions were set up either Whitehead having an average of 16 people work marker (that is, past the end of the
by the Genomatron (with each 1536-well involved in mapping, three people in- map or in a large centromeric gap), because
microtiter card containing reactions for eight volved in seqriencing, and five people in- srich positions could result from a high pro-
loci) or by the robotic workstation (by using volved in data management and computa- portion of errors. In all, 6193 of 6469 loci
192-well microtiter plates), spotted on mem- tional analysis. tested were placed in the RH map.
branes, hybridized to a chemiluminescent Together, the two top-down maps con-
probe, and detected by a CCD camera (32). Map Construction tained a total of 10,572 loci. The reliability

Scoring results from RH panels requires of the maps can be assessed by studying the
considerable caution. Human chromosomal Top-down maps. The genetic and RH maps loci in common. For loci present in both
fragmeints are present at various molarities are top-down ma-aps, which prov'ide a global the genetic map and the framework RH
amilong the hybrid cell lines; thLis, the ability framework and offer many tests of internal map, there were only four conflicts in order;
to detect their presence may vary with the consistency. The first step in constrLmcting an the loci involved were separated by 1 cen-
sensitivity of each PCR assay. As a restilt, RH linkage mllap was to make high-quality timorgan (cM) in three cases and 3 cM in
STSs thaIt are immediately adjacent in the "framewrork" malps aIcross each chromosome, one case. The close agreement bDetween the
genome coulid conceivrably givre somewshat For this prirpose, we inclridedl only loci with mapS suiggesrs that they correctly reflect the
different retention paitterns, which worild independlent chromosomail assignments aind global order of loci in the genome.
limit the ability to determine fine-structurie with retentionl raites in the range of 10 to Bottom-up map. Using the STS-content
order. To minimize dliscrepaincies due to 60'S (unmisniailly high or low retentionl rates daita, We- assembled doubly linked contigs
alssay5s neacr theC limit of detection, we per- can prodnice spuriious linkage). We wrn)te a aind checked thait they did not connect loci
foXrmeld all assays inl dnuplicate. Hybrids were compuiter paickagJe, RHMAPPER, that im- knlown to map in different chromosozmal
scored if the two dnmplicaites grave concor- plements RH mapping for hybrids constrnmct- regions. WeI then noXted informaticon aibout
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single linkages among loci, which could Table 2. Types of STSs. Chr., chromosome.
provide connections between nearby dou-
bly linked contigs in the course of integrat- Ch Total Random Genes Genetic markers Other ESTs
ing the top-down and bottom-up maps. Of r STSs STS ESTs GenBank Genethon CHLC loci (obs/exp)t
the 11,750 STSs successfully screened
against the YAC library, 10,850 (92%) 1 1,374 252 275 106 460 153 128 1.4
showed single linkage to other STSs on the 2 1,275 307 181 67 452 146 122 0.8
same chromosome. The remaining 8% were 3 1,097 269 181 64 353 134 96 0.9
not included in the STS-content map. 4 919 210 112 45 281 121 150 0.7

Integrated map. We next sought to con- 5 858 196 125 30 312 97 98 0.8

structanintegratedm. map
net comini thc6 858 181 114 39 312 108 104 0.8struct an integrated map by combining the 7 781 168 141 39 272 83 78 1.1

STS-content, RH, and genetic linkage in- 8 739 183 104 35 248 104 65 0.7
formation. Each chromosome was treated 9 577 132 106 30 188 68 53 1.1
separately: Only loci that had been as- 10 719 154 131 26 281 60 67 1.1
signed to the chromosome were used. Pos- 11 706 122 140 42 272 64 66 1.5
sible orders for the loci were compared by 12 707 132 104 64 250 91 66 1.0
means of a linear scoring function, with 14 489 106 95 27 163 53 45 1.2
the following three components: (i) con- 15 428 97 97 22 145 30 37 1.3
tinuity of STS content, reflecting whether 16 435 87 79 18 180 32 39 1.2
the loci were present in the same YACs; 17 447 66 97 39 186 34 25 1.9
(ii) continuity of RH linkage, reflecting 18 403 91 46 18 136 64 48 0.7
whether the loci were present in the same 19 246 23 45 20 121 15 22 2.6
RHetnerids;anedIIwe cnsiency wit

tnes 20 386 84 68 26 144 32 32 1.1
RH hybrids; and (iii) consistency with 21 156 28 18 12 61 13 24 0.8
top-down maps, incorporating a modest 22 274 19 38 17 67 12 122 2.6
penalty for each violation of the genetic X 587 145 63 28 216 28 107 0.6
order or RH framework order. The specific Yt 207 0 0 0 0 0 207
parameters were chosen on the basis of the Total 15,086 3,154 2,408 827 5,264 1,595 1,838 1.0
expected chance of concordance and dis- *Unbiased STSs, generated by sequencing from a random genomic library. tRatio of observed (obs) number of
cordance for nearby loci, so that the over- ESTs divided by expected (exp) number, assuming that ESTs follow the same distribution as random STSs. From
all scoring function approximated a loga- our previously reported work (3).
rithm-likelihood for the order (39). The
"optimal" order for the loci was found by
combinatorial search through simulated 10,850 loci mapped on YACs fall into 653 Coverage
annealing. Once the basic orders were es- contigs connecting an average of 17 STSs
tablished, incomplete addresses were used each before gap closure and 377 contigs We sought to determine how much of the
to identify additional links between near- with an average of 29 STSs after gap clo- human genome is covered by the physical
by loci. The orders were then subjected to sure. We examined the local density of map. For this purpose, we derived a new
local optimization, manual inspection, YAC hits and contigs across the length of collection of random STSs-by sequencing
and refinements where appropriate. each chromosome. The results were rela- random clones from an M13 library, select-

Gap closure. Loci fell into contigs of con- tively similar across the genome, with the ing PCR primers, and retaining those loci
secutive STSs connected by YACs and sepa- notable exception of the chromosomes that gave consistent amplification of a single
rated by gaps with no apparent YAC connec- lp36, 19, 22, and X. The map has less fragment in control experiments. The first
tion. Many of these apparent gaps are likely to continuity in these regions, apparently be- 100 STSs produced in this fashion were then
be undetected overlaps; theoretical consider- cause of systematic underrepresentation in screened against the NIGMS 1 hybrid panel,
ations would suggest that most gaps should the CEPH Mega-YAC library (see YAC the RH panel, and the YAC library. Because
actually be closed ( 17). We attempted to close density in Table 4), a problem that has been the goal was to obtain an unbiased assess-
these gaps by using non-STS-based informa- previously noted (7). Chromosome X is un- ment of coverage, special efforts were made
tion from the recent CEPH physical mapping derrepresented because the library was to obtain complete data for each locus.
project (7), inferring YAC overlaps on the made from a male cell line. The autosomal RH data was obtained for all 100 STSs. (In
basis of fingerprint analysis and Alu-PCR hy- deficits could reflect cloning biases of the six cases, it was necessary to resort to acryl-
bridization. Because the Alu-PCR hybridiza- yeast host, inasmuch as these are all regions amide gel electrophoresis of radioactively la-
tion data have a high false positive rate, gaps of high GC content (40). beled products to circumvent problems posed
were closed only when there were at least The physical map contains a wealth of by rodent background.) All 100 loci could be
seven hybridization links between adjacent information, which is ill-suited for presen- positioned on the RH map with a lod -8, on
contigs. Such closures should usually be cor- tation in traditional printed form. The com- the correct chromosome as determined by the
rect, because only 3% of pairs of distant con- plete physical map-including the STS se- polychromosomal hybrid panel (41). The RH
tigs meet this criterion. The data indicate quences, RH retention patterns, YAC ad- map thus appears to cover the vast majority of
overlap for about 50% of adjacent contigs. dresses, and order of loci-would require the human genome.
These gapBs were declared tentatively closed, more than 900 journal pages to display. A YAC screening data was also obtained for
pending direct evaluation, compressed view of chromosome 14 is all 100 STSs. Two STSs detected no YACs

shown in Fig. 3, to illustrate the general in the library, consistent with previous oh-
Description of the Map nature of the map. The complete data for servations that about 2% of DNA sequences

the map can be freely accessed through a appear to be absent from the CEPH Mega-
The final map contains 15,086 loci, distrib- World Wide Web server at the Whitehead YAC library (7). Four STSs detected YAC
uted across the 22 autosomes and two sex Institute (hrtp://www-genome.wi.mit.edu/), hits, but none with links to another STS in
chromosomes (Tables 2, 3, and 4). The which includes various tools for analysis. the correct chromosomal region; these loci
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could thus n-ot be localized on thei STS- its YAC's, RH pattern, and chromosomal puIt screening of pools with the screening of
content miap (42). TheSe f-our STSs appear assignmient. The server is freely available via individUal clones. WC7 fouind a false positive
to be in regions of iow YAC coverage, OUr World Wide Web site. rare of 5.5%(- and a false negative rate of
inasMuIch as they h-it one, one, one, andi two 19.5(~6 in our high-throulghpuIt screening
YACs, respectively. The remaining 94 Accuracy data, both of which were consistent with
STSs Could( all be localized on the STS ouir earlier indirect estimi-ates. We construct-
content miap [xvith 9 1 being douLy~ linked Alth-ouigh- thec long-range order of thec m1ap i's ed a1 new STS map of the chromosome
and three being singly linked to existing reliable because of top-down anchoring, pre- uising these miore complete data; the new
contigs anchored in the correct chromno- cise local orders muALst be regarded as only m-ap showed about six instances of local
somal region in thei top-down map (43)1. aCpproximate. Local ordering depends on thei reorderings involving two to five loci.
The 100 loci dectected an average of 6.5 poition of loIwihrsetoinvdul ) Comparisoni With anInendtl
YACs. breakpoints, that is, the ends of YAC_ or RH construICted map of ch-romosom-e 12. We

The miap covers thei vast majority of th-e fragmnents. Thei aCCUracy Of SuICh- infierence is comipared our miap with a recently reported
huiman genome. We estimiate that 99%N of limiited by the presence of false positives and map of this chromosome (1 0) containing
randomi STSs can be readily positioned on false neg,atives in ouir data, as well as byv the enAoug(h loci in common to provide a mean-
the RH map, and 94%) can be positioned oni presence of internal deletions in YACs. ingful test. Of 1?71 loci in common, there
the STS-content miap relative to YAC Whereas the long-range order tends to be were abouIt a dozen instances of small local
clones, over-determined in genomic miaps, several inversions involving two to three adjacent

The physical map thuIS fills a rmajor need alternative local orders may be reasonably m-arkers. A substantial difference in position
in hUmian genectics, providing a general Com1patible with the data. The 'best" order was seen- for only a single marker,
t-ethod by which an investigator can miap a may11N chaInge with the alteration of a fewx data AFM263WHI1. Ouir miap shows right STS-
locus in the huLMan1 genomie by screening points, content linkage of this lOCuIS to genetic
readily available RH or YAC pools and comi- We Used three approaches to evaluate miarkers at 91 eM on the G6n6thon map,
paring thei reSuIltin-g pattern wvith the map. theC aCCUracy oft the data and thei nmap- whereas the other map places it near genetic
To make this information easily accessible to 1) Rescreening, of loci on ch-romiosomie markers at 105 cM. In fact, the position on
the scientific communlity, we have written a 14. Chiromiosome-i 14 was divided inito 1 6 our map agrees wvell with the reported gener-
map sevr The server reports the likely regons anid regional YAC panels were de- icmplatofrthsous(t9cM,o

position of an STS given informiation abou)Mt fined, conisisting of all cloneis h-it by onec or we believe it to be correct. In any case, the
miore loci in the region. For each regional two miaps sh-owed relatively few conflicts.

Fig 3(prvius ags).Inegrte ma o huan
YACI panel, Individual DNAs were pre- 3) Internal consistency checking. We

Fig.o3o(pteviu pages.Lontegtiatiedmaprofhumnt pared fronm each clone. We rested 1 I12 STSs looked for instances in which pairs of loci
chtomosome 4q. Long ertical lins represen agis hir corordiect- OCCurredianoernthfnlSTmp

the SIS-content map (first and fourth lines, in
gis le nigpnl odrc-di nodro h ia T a

black), genetic map (second line, in blue), and RH ly compare the reSuiltS from high-through- that was strongly disfavored by the RH or

map (third line, in orange), in the same fashion as
the diagram in Fig. 1. All three maps are drawn to
equal length. The four columns of SIS names Table 3. Genetic and RH maps. Dashes indicate not applicable.

correspond to the four lines.For the STS-content

map, intermarker distance is not known and loci Genetic m-ap RH map
are displayed as equally spaced. For genetic and Physical
RH maps, loci are indi~catedl at positions spaced Chr. length N.o Legh

Genetic vs. Frame- Total RH RH vs.
proportionally along the map according to the re- (Mb) No.iof Lngt physical work map RH length Physical
spective metrics. Loci i'n common between two mc ei (cM/Mb) No. of loci map (cR)t; )cR/Mb)
maps are connected by black lines. Loci belong-
ing to the RH framework map (in which the relative 1 248 461 293 1 .2 107 559 743 3.0
ordering is supported by led > 2.5) are shown in 2 240 452 277 1.2 110 532 977 4.1
bold type and with thicker connecting lines. Locd 3 202 353 233 1 .2 95 475 801 4.0
derived from expressed sequences are shown in 4 101 280 212 1.1 80 370 552 2.9
purple. YACs are displayed as black rectangles, to a 182 312 108 1.1 60 339 508 2.8
the right of the STSs that were found to be con- 173 31272 18 1.1 63 360 5391 43.
tamned in the clone. YAC names are shown to the 8 1461 249 166 1.1 77 264 711 4.9
top right. Unfilled portions of YACs represent as-

8 137 180 166 1 .2 75 260 440 3.2
says that were negative. Thin red lines in some 10 136 281 182 1.3 71 297 599 4.4
YACs represent incomplete addresses that were 11 136 273 156 1 .1 66 302 515 3.8
resolved by virtue of overlap with addresses fromi 12 135 249 169 1 .3 58 294 565 4.2
a nearby locus. Gaps between cent igs are shown 13 92 164 117 1.3 46 169 309 3.3
as horizontal lines separating groups of YACs. 14 88 162 129 1.5 38 210 319 3.6
Gaps that were likely to be undetected overlaps 15 84 145 110 1.3 41 185 342 4.1
based on Alu PCR hybridization or fingerprint in- 16 92 180 131 1 .4 33 186 235 2.5
formation (see text) are shown in yellow; gaps for 17 87- 186 129 1 .5 34 156 347 4.0
whichthere isnoevidence ofoverlap areshown in 18 80 136 124 1.5 52 175 450 5.6
gray. Vertical dottedi grayi ba-rs- indic,ate S:~TSs:, with 19 63 121 110 1.7 21 107 221 3,5



- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~A
genetic maps. By measuring the frequency simply adopted the genetic order. It is also same distribution as random STSs (Table 2).
of such occurrences as a function of the problematic to compare the specific YACs Chromosomes 1, 11, 17, 19, and 22 showed
distance between the loci in the STS map, identified, because the YAC-based map in- a statistically significant excess of expressed
we estimated that about 0.5% of the loci volved only partial screening of most STSs sequences (P = 0.001 after correction for
may be significantly misplaced in the maps. and did not fully distinguish clones actually multiple testing). Chromosomes 17, 19, and

In summary, the local order in the map belonging to paths through a region from 22, which showed the greatest excess, have
must be regarded as uncertain. There will those representing false positive hybridiza- been previously suggested to have a high
surely be many errors requiring attention and tion. At the grossest level, it is possible to density of genes on the basis of indirect
correction. The effective resolution of the compare the coverage of the maps: The cur- evidence (40). Chromosome X was the only
map is certainly lower than the average spac- rent map appears to cover about 95% of the chromosome to show a statistically signifi-
ing between loci and may be about 1 Mb. To genome (the precise amount depends on the cant deficit of expressed sequences-only
improve the local accuracy of the maps, in- type of mapping information used), whereas about half as many as expected. This would
vestigators interested in particular regions the other map was reported to cover about suggest that there is a low gene density on
would be well advised to retest the STSs 75%. More detailed comparison would be this sex chromosome, although alternative
against an RH panel with higher resolution worthwhile, as it would likely lead to im- explanations are possible (44). We also an-
[such as the G3 panel developed by D. Cox provements in both maps. alyzed the raw data from two recent papers
and R. Myers, in which the fragments are reporting chromosomal assignment of ex-
about 1/10 those in the GeneBridge 4 panel] Distribution of Genes pressed sequence tags (ESTs) (21, 22) and
and against regional YAC panels, as described found a similar deficit of X-linked loci.
above. In this fashion, the map provides the The map also sheds light on the organiza-
tools for-its own refinement. tion of the human genome. By comparing A Scaffold for Sequencing

Finally, we note that direct comparison of the chromosomal distribution of the ex- the Genome
our STS-based map with the recently report- pressed sequences to the chromosomal dis-
ed YAC-based map (7) is difficult, because tribution of the random single-copy se- As genetic and physical maps approach
of the very different natures of the maps. For quences (both determined in the same man- their intended goals, attention is turning to
example, it is not meaningful to compare the ner), one can draw inferences about the the challenge of sequencing the entire hu-
STS orders in the two maps: The YAC- density of genes on different chromosomes. man genome. A key issue is how to obtain
based map almost exclusively involved ge- We compared the observed number on each the required sequence-ready clones. STS-
netic markers and provided no independent chromosome to the expected number, as- based maps provide a general solution by
information about locus order, but instead suming that expressed sequences have the making it possible to generate extensive

physical coverage of a region by screening a
single high-quality human genomic library.

Table 4. STS-content mapping of YACs. One could, for example, proceed as fol-
lows: Screen the STSs in a region against a

STS- STS Contigs YAC STSs bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC) li-
Chr. content spacing No. of hits per brary having 150-kb inserts and 10-fold cov-

Chr. mapped (kb/ YACs* Before After Avg. per con- erage, use a simple fingerprinting scheme to

loci STS) gap gap size STSII tig9 detect overlaps among adjacent clones, and
loci STS)closuret closuret (Mb)§ select a minimally overlapping set for se-

1 1,048 237 1,393 49 34 7.3 6.7 30.8 quencing. Given a physical map containing
2 933 258 1,469 56 20 12.0 7.3 46.7 30,000 ordered STSs, one would screen
3 791 255 1,192 46 30 6.7 7.5 26.4 about 100 STSs and fingerprint about 520
4 718 267 1,272 42 11 17.4 8.2 65.3 BACs to cover a 10-Mb region; this task
5 651 281 1,163 35 19 9.6 7.9 34.3 could be readily accomplished in a few days
6 641 269 1,091 40 24 7.2 7.8 26.7 codest automatio n a few days
7 559 288 942 39 13 12.4 7.8 43.0 with modest automation and would not con-
8 552 265 945 23 11 13.3 8.0 50.2 tribute significantly to the cost of sequenc-
9 394 347 675 28 12 11.4 8.0 32.8 ing. The resulting BACs would be expected
10 519 262 750 36 26 5.2 6.8 20.0 to cover about 95% of the region in ordered
1 1 490 277 696 23 14 9.7 7.2 35.0 sequence contigs (17). The region could
12 509 265 842 29 16 8.4 7.4 31.8
13 300 308 556 12 5 18.5 8.0 60.0 then be closed by straightforward walking-
14 352 249 593 9 6 14.6 8.0 58.7 that is, serially screening the BAC library
15 301 279 439 16 10 8.4 7.0 30.1 with STSs derived from sequences at the
16 255 362 308 26 16 5.8 6.0 15.9 ends of each contig.
17 267 325 330 27 17 5.1 5.8 15.7 The current map falls short in terms of
18 315 254 478 16 8 10.0 7.6 39.4 marker density and local order, but neither
19 79 800 76 17 15 4.2 4.7 5.3
20 266 255 328 15 10 6.8 6.6 26.6 shortcomilng poses a serious obstacle for

W i-
21 113 325 182 4 2 18.4 8.0 56.5 tating large-scale sequencing now. With the
22 182 223 134 11 11 3.7 5.4 16.5 15,000 STSs currently available, one should
X 408 379 406 53 46 3.4 4.7 8.9 cover about 75% by direct screening, 90% by
Y# 207 128 234 1 1 26.4 4.1 207.0 one round of walking, and more than 95%
Total 10,850 276 16,494 653 377 8.0 7.3 28.8 with two rounds (17). The desired map with
*Number of YACs hit by at least two STSs on the chromosome. YACs hit by only one STSs are omitted. tNumber 30,000 STSs will likely be available within
of contigs based only on STS-content data. tNumber of contigs after gap closure by Alu-POR hybridization and the next 2. years, through current projects
fingerprint data. §Average contig size estimated by assuming that 94% of the chromosome length is covered and underway at several centers including our
dividing by the number of contigs. gIlncludes all YAC hits in the library screen (not limited to YACs having multiple STS
hits on the chromosome) and thus reflects coverage by the library. ¶Reflects contigs after gap closure. #From own. Uncertainties about locus order can be
our previously reported work (3). overcome simply by scoring the STSs from
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the relevant region on a high-resolution RH 20. M. Boguski and G. Schuler, Nature Genet. 10, 369 allowing for efficient exploration of a vast space of

panel in parallel with screening them on the 21(1995). possible orders.
2.Nonredundant ESTs were part of the UniEST set 37. In most cases, frameworks for the two chromosomalBAG library. As a simple test, we scored the prepared by M. Boguski and G. Schuler at the Na- arms were constructed separately and then oriented

STSs from a 3-Mb region on chromosome 6 tional Center for Biotechnology Information, derived and joined by using information from the genetic
on the 03 RH panel and were able to readily from the dbEST database. These ESTs were taken map. There is significant pairwise RH linkage (at lod

infe thefinestrutureorde of earl allthe from the Washington University-Merck EST project > 5.0) between framework markers on opposite
infer th fine-sructureorder o nearlyall the and the GenExpress project; R. Houlgatte et al., Ge- sides of the centromere on nine of the final frame-

loci with high confidence (45). nome Res. 5, 272 (1995). work maps, but not on the other 14.
The use of STS-based maps as a scaffold 22. R. Berry et al., Nature Genet. 10, 415 (1995); M. D. 38. M. R. James et al., Nature Genet. 8, 70 (1994).

for lage-scaeseqencinghas sveral dvan- Adams et al., Nature 377, S3 (1995). 39. For each pair of consecutive STSs, a positive scorefor lare-scalesequening hasseveraladvan- 23. To select primers from ESTs, we modified the STS a+ + was added for each YAC containing both, a
tages: It can be initiated now with the existing pipeline (19) to select shorter POR products of 100 to negative score a__- for each YAC containing one but
STS-based map; it automatically anchors se- 150 bp near the end of the 3'-UTRs (but 20 bp away not the other, a positive score b+ + for each hybrid
qune nthe genome; it does not rqie from the polyadenylate [poly(A)] tract) in a region of containing both, and a negative score b__ for each

quences in require ~~~~~~~~~~highsequence quality, hybrid containing one but not the other. Letting xi1 1chromosome-specific libraries, which involve 24. J. Weissenbach et al., Nature 359, 794 (1992); G. x10, and xmo denote the probabilities that two STSs
specialized preparation procedures and often Gyapay et al., Nature Genet. 7, 247 (1994); C. Dib et separated by about 500 kb would be observed to be
have cryptic biases; it allows improved librar- 25al., Nature, in press. both present, both absent, or one present and one

ies o besubsitued a the becme vailble; 25.C. J. Bell et al., Hum. Mol. Genet. 4, 59 (1995). absent in a randomly chosen YAC, we set a+ + =_
ies tobe subtitute as thy becoe avaiable; 261 STSs were kindly shared by D. Cox and R. Myers, log(x1 1/xoo) and a+ - = log(xlo/xDd. The constants

and it promotes decentralization by allowing Stanford University, Stanford, CA, and J. Gastier, b and b__ were defined similarly with respect to
sequencing efforts to focus on regions of any 2.Harvard University, Cambridge, MA. individual RH cell lines. The various probabilities were

givensize,incntras to etirechromsomes 27.Some incomplete addresses could be resolved by a calculated on the basis of the distribution of fragmentgiven size,incontrastto entire cromosomes. simple band-matching test with complete addresses sizes and the inferred false positive and false negative
In summary, the physical map must Still by using CEPH fingerprint data, as described (25). rates. These four parameters, a+ + a__- b__+ and

be refined but is already adequate to allow Others could be resolved by virtue of comparison b + - , were thus determined directly from the data and
initiaton ofhe intrnatioal proect to

with complete addresses for nearby STSs. were not optimized. The two weighting parameters forinitiationofthe intrnational roject to 28. Dot-blotted PCR products were initially detected conflicts with the genetic and framework RH maps
sequence the entire human genome-a by using ECL kits (Amersham), as described (25). were chosen by optimization in test cases.
landmark effort that will set the stage for We later switched to overnight hybridization with a 40. 5. Saccone et al., Proc. Nati. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 89,
the biology of the next century. biotinylated oligonucleotide probe to an internal se- 4913 (1992).

quence, followed by chemiluminescent detection 41. Three markers mapped into large centromeric inter-
with a peroxidase catalyzed luminol reaction, as vals on the correct chromosome; they had high lod

REFERENCES AND NOTES described [R. P. M. Gijlswijketal., Mol. Ce/f. Probes scores but were about 30 cR away from the closest
6, 223 (1992)]. STSs known to contain an internal marker. All were confirmed by double-linkage with

1 . M. Olson et al., Proc. Nati. Acad. Sci. U.S.A. 83, repeat sequence such as CA or AGAT were probed YACs. For three other markers, chromosomal as-
7826 (1986); A. Coulson et al., ibid., p. 7821; Y. with an oligonucleotide for the repeat. Other STSs signment could not be obtained from polychromo-
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84 (1994). human control DNAs but failed on YAC pools. would cause transcripts from X-linked genes to be
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Doggett et al., ibid., p. S335; J. E. Collins et al., ibid., more than 15 times in a random library with 8.4-fold from nonnormalized libraries and half from normal-
p. S367. coverage is about 1 %. Some of these STSs may ized libraries, the occurrence of ESTs in the relatively

10. K. Krauter et al., ibid., p. S321. thus be unique loci, but they were excluded to guard small set examined will partly reflect abundance. This
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